
Keeps Your Business Running No Matter 
What Happens

Built for the most demanding enterprises, MIMIX® Availability for IBM i® 
virtually eliminates both planned and unplanned IT downtime with innovative 
features that minimize HA administration and ensure HA integrity.  
MIMIX Availability easily integrates into advanced IT environments that 
require multiple replication/switching topologies and technologies and 
advanced IT protocols. It keeps your applications and data continuously 
protected and available for a resilient and responsive business environment.  

Vision Solutions.  
Easy. Affordable. Innovative. 

“MIMIX Availability is the software we count 
on for information availability. It’s easy to use 
and manage—we simply set it and forget it!”

Bankers Insurance Group
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for IBM i®
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Flexible Solutions to Fit Your High Availability Needs

MIMIX Availability delivers all the functionality and flexibility required by large and/or 
demanding enterprises while still providing an easy-to-use, easy-to-switch solution.

Easy to Install, Use and 
Manage

MIMIX Availability monitors and manages 
itself with only minutes a day of adminis-
tration. Our innovative features do the work 
so you don’t have to:

IntelliStart™

IntelliStart is a first-of-its-kind HA innovation 
that plans, configures and deploys your 
MIMIX Availability solution. Set up and 
deploy in a snap without advanced IT skills.

AutoGuard™

AutoGuard technology automatically seeks 
out and eliminates any issue that can affect 
HA integrity. Manage your HA solution in 
only minutes a day.

Dynamic Apply™

Dynamic Apply intelligently determines 
whether to use a multi-threaded apply 
process for some data and a direct 
apply process for other data. Dramati-
cally accelerate the speed, accuracy and 
efficiency of data replication.

MIMIX Switch Assistant™

Switch Assistant is the comprehensive 
and easy-to-use system for performing 
successful switches. Rely on automated 
HA best practices for worry-free switches 
every time.

What Can MIMIX 
Availability Do for You?

MIMIX Availability replicates your 
production environment to a backup 
server in real time with zero data loss. It 
supports any application environment and 
network topology, including intra-server 
replication, two- and three-tiered ERP 
environments, bi-directional replication 
and cascading replication. 

With a “switch-ready” MIMIX Availability 
environment you can do more to protect 
your business.

•  Boost productivity and accelerate your
business processes.

•  Ensure business continuity for your
customers, partners and employees.

•  Eliminate the IT costs and business
consequences of system downtime.

•  Perform maintenance, upgrades and
test new applications with no interrup-
tions to business operations.

•  Easily comply with regulatory mandates
for data protection and availability.

•  Achieve a rapid return on investment by
recovering the time and expense lost to
downtime.
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“Our MIMIX Availability solution has helped 
us bring in more business and retain our 
biggest customers with minimal increases in 
IT staff. In fact, MIMIX paid for itself in only 
30 days.“

– Southwest Motor Transport

We’ve relied on MIMIX Availability for over 
ten years to keep planned downtime to just a 
few minutes a month and meet our disaster 
recovery requirements.”

– Crown Americas LLC

“There’s zero tolerance for downtime here— 
our computers help save lives and support 
critical medical research. MIMIX Availability 
helps us provide 24/7/365 system avail-
ability.”

– Puget Sound Blood Center
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Introducing  
MIMIX Availability 7

The newest release of MIMIX brings together 
the best of Vision’s high availability products! 
Benefits include: 
•  An enhanced graphical management portal

to give you a single view across your HA
environments.

•  IBM i optimization features to ensure right-
from-the-start efficiency for HA replication
environments.

•  Enhanced switch architecture, scalability
enhancements, application group support
and more.


